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QUESTION 1

What is a good indication of a sales opportunity for an Aruba Mobile First Network? 

A. Developers need to accelerate their development cycles for mobile apps. 

B. Clients are asking for services that the business does not currently offer. 

C. IT is struggling to keep up with the amount of data that the business is generating. 

D. The customer needs to streamline the onboarding process for personal devices. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer has an Aruba Mobile First Network. Which need indicates that the customer could be a good prospect for an
additional Aruba security solution? 

A. the need to protect servers against malware at the silicon level 

B. the need to track meeting room utilization 

C. the need to encrypt big data and archived data 

D. the need to secure guest and BYOD access 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

What is a sign that a business is ready to modernize their IT infrastructure? 

A. Executives accept that modernizing the infrastructure will take several years to complete. 

B. The company wants to enhance customers\\' experience and gather data to uncover insights about customers. 

C. Executives understand the need to automate IT in order to implement new technologies. 

D. IT managers want to maintain control of the IT infrastructure by ensuring that traditional IT processes remain intact. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

What is one trend that is driving customers to implement Hadoop? 

A. the development of SQL databases 
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B. the shift toward systems of record 

C. the proliferation of unstructured data 

D. the expansion of structured data 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

What has been a hallmark of HPE from the time it started? 

A. innovative solutions 

B. converged infrastructure 

C. conventional paradigms 

D. IT as a service 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

What is one way companies are employing Industrial loT to become more efficient? 

A. using intelligent sensors to track inventory and shipments 

B. using drones to monitor vehicles coming into and out of their facilities 

C. installing "smart" entertainment systems to entice employees to spend more time at work 

D. providing employees with fitness trackers to ensure employees are active 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

You have identified a potential hybrid IT prospect. In your next conversation, you learn thatthe customer has just started
to virtualize the data center. The customer wants to make the data center more agile with private cloud services. Which
approach should you take with this customer? 

A. Take a services-led approach to transform the customer data environment with cloud storage solutions. 

B. Qualify the customer for an HPE private cloud solution built on hyperconverged infrastructure. 

C. Qualify the customer for HPE Intelligent Edge because the customer is not yet ready for a hybrid IT solution. 

D. Take a services-led approach to transform the customer data center into a full software- defined infrastructure. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 8

According to IDC, what is the attitude of most Global 500 companies toward digital transformation? 

A. They are skeptical that it will provide a return on investment. 

B. They have completed their digital transformation products and are turning their attention to the next trend. 

C. They are committed to it and have formed dedicatee digital transformation teams. 

D. They are waiting to see if their competitors are successful in implementing it. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

Which benefit can customers obtain from an HPE Intelligent Workspace solution? 

A. increased facilities ROI and improved productivity 

B. reduced application provisioning time and enhanced DevOps 

C. lower storage TCO and faster insights from analytics 

D. reduced overprovisioning in the data center and lower TCO 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

Which customer characteristic indicates that the customer could be a target for HPE Hybrid IT solutions? 

A. The customer is looking to automate their data center but is not interested in expanding to cloud. 

B. The customer needs to control access for both mobile and traditional users. 

C. The customer needs to deploy loT devices in a secure manner. 

D. The customer is not interested in loT, but does want to support BYOD. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Which of the following is a key activity when analyzing customer business and technical requirements for an HPE Edge-
to-Cloud solution? 

A. Identifying the solution architecture before gathering requirements 
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B. Documenting every possible requirement, regardless of its relevance to the solution 

C. Prioritizing requirements based on their potential impact on the solution outcomes 

D. Avoiding any customization to minimize complexity 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

A customer tells you their company does not need services because the product warranty will provide sufficient
protection. How can you explain why the warranty is not sufficient? 

A. The customer needs coverage outside normal business hours. 

B. The customer needs replacement of defective parts. 

C. The customer is responsible for paying shipping costs for replacement parts. 

D. The customer must prove that they did not cause the problem by misconfiguring the product. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

What is one reason that companies are turning to virtualized desktop infrastructure (VDI) solutions? 

A. Deploying VDI takes less advance planning than enabling users to access resources through a VPN. 

B. VDI ensures that the data users access most often is stored locally and is easily accessible. 

C. IT can manage the desktop environment much more easily and quickly with VDI. 

D. VDI often provides twice the performance of traditional desktop infrastructure. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

In talking to your customers, what would suggest an HPE Hybrid IT opportunity? 

A. The customer wants to know if better collaboration tools will improve employeeproductivity. 

B. The customer is interested in updating their wired and wireless network to include a unified management solution. 

C. The customer wants to implement user-based access to prevent unauthorized users from gaining access. 

D. The customer has been trying to automate their infrastructure but is seeing few results. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 15

A customer is concerned about security and compliance with regulations. Which benefit does an HPE hosted desktop
solution provide? 

A. It automatically deploys patches to all desktops at the network edge. 

B. It ensures that all data remains securely in the data center. 

C. It includes security monitoring as a service as part of the solution. 

D. It embeds a silicon root of trust in every desktop. 

Correct Answer: B 
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